FRAMER
DOT CODE: 739-684-078

CORE SKILL COMPETENCIES/INDICATORS:

1. Can demonstrate basic knowledge of color schemes appropriate for photography, paintings, and matting materials. (R)
2. Can assemble frames from precut material and glues, nails, screws, or staples together precisely in the assembly process. (T)
3. Can appropriately utilize and operate tools such as clamps, stapler, drill motor, hand tools, etc. for assembly. (T)
4. Can appropriate utilize and operate glass cutting tools to make precision cuts for frames. (T)
5. Can measure prints and mats to fit into frames to the quarter of an inch. (T)
6. Can demonstrate basic knowledge about different types of matting materials. (R)
7. Can cut mats using information from manuals and/or computerized systems. (T)
8. Can demonstrate the ability to read and measure using tape measure and in marking spots for drilling, cutting, or stapling. (T)
9. Can assemble glass, mat, and picture in frames. (T)
10. Can identify and utilize different types of backing materials and brackets for picture frames and proper assembly. (T)
11. Can drill holes with electric drill to place bolts, clips or screws on back of picture for hanging. (T)
12. Can cut mirror materials and attach mirror backing. (T)
13. Is knowledgeable in and can demonstrate safety procedures in the work place. (I)
14. Can appropriately package fragile picture frames for shipment. (S)
15. Can demonstrate the ability to communicate effectively with customers concerning orders and/or complaints. (I)